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An Epic Journey through Our Nation’s Heady History

The Handy american History answer Book 
david l. Hudson, Jr.

Early civilizations, American Indians, the English colonies, slavery, the American 
Revolution, the Declaration of Independence, and the Bill of Rights begin the 
journey and lay the foundation for the United States of today. The Handy 
American History Answer Book takes a walk through the economic, political, 
and social forces, as well as the military conflicts that created, changed, and 
built the United States. A resource for learning, it will help readers brush up 
on the events, terms, and history-makers many of us remember but somehow 
can’t always neatly define. This convenient primer is not intended to be a 
comprehensive work on American history; that can’t be done in a single volume. 
Still, the minds that conceived of it thought that reasonably intelligent people 
ought to have a convenient place to go to look up more than 800 of those devilish 
questions that have a way of cropping up in everyday conversation and reading, 
including What was the Lost Colony? What was the Stamp Act? What were the 
Lincoln–Douglas debates? Who invented the sport of basketball? How bad was the 
San Francisco earthquake of 1906? Who were the “Four Horsemen”? What is a 
Hooverville? What were the “Pentagon Papers”?

david Hudson, Jr., Jd is the author or co-author of over three dozen books, 
including The Handy History Answer Book, The Handy Law Answer Book, and 
The Handy Supreme Court Answer Book, all from Visible Ink Press, as well as 
The Rehnquist Court: Understanding Its Impact and Legacy, and (as co-editor 
with John Vile and David Schultz) The Encyclopedia of the First Amendment. He 
works as a senior law clerk at the Tennessee Supreme Court and teaches classes 
at Vanderbilt Law School and the Nashville School of Law. Hudson earned his 
undergraduate degree from Duke University and his law degree from Vanderbilt 
Law School. He lives in Nashville.

ISBN: 978-1-57859-471-9
$21.95
eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-548-8
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-547-1
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-546-4

auGusT 2015

450 pages
120 B/W Photos & Illustrations
7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.
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Proper grammar and effective usage for every occasion

The Handy english Grammar answer Book
christine a. Hult, Ph.d.

Whether it’s for a professional document, a school paper, an Internet blog, or something more 
personal, effective communication depends on clear, concise, and grammatically correct writing. 
Punctuation, spelling, and grammar rules can trip up anyone, while organization and word choice 
can make writing memorable—or banal. Whether you are writing a term paper, a scientific article, 
a résumé, a business email, a text message, or presenting information in the social media, The 
Handy English Grammar Answer Book offers fundamental principles, grammar rules, and 
punctuation advice, insights on writing for different occasions and audiences, and numerous 
examples of good writing. From a brief history of the English language to the deconstruction—and 
explanation—of the different parts of a sentence, and from tips on avoiding and fixing grammatical 
mistakes to pointers on how to punctuate correctly and organize a well-argued essay, this easy-
to-use reference answers over 600 questions, including How did language begin? How did Noah 
Webster affect the English language? What is an adverb? What is jargon? What is the i-before-e 
rule? How do I plan a structure for my term paper? Should I include personal data in a résumé? How 
do I write an effective blog? 

christine a. Hult is a professor emeritus of English at Utah State University. She received her Ph.D. 
in English and education from the University of Michigan. Over the course of her career, Professor 
Hult taught in the composition, technical writing, honors, and English education programs. She 
also served as the associate and acting department head of English and as the associate dean for 
academics at the College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences at Utah State. She has published 
several books, including Comp Online, Researching and Writing across the Curriculum, and, with co-
author Professor Thomas N. Huckin, The New Century Handbook. Professor Hult lives in Logan, Utah. 

sePTemBer 2015

ISBN: 978-1-57859-520-4.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-572-3.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-571-6. PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-570-9.
400 pages.  120 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.

“The Hockey Maven” shares his hockey knowledge and NHL insights 

The Handy Hockey answer Book
stan fischler

Stick handlers without helmets rushing goaltenders without masks on rinks lacking side boards 
gave way to a faster game with bigger players and overtime shootouts. The National Hockey 
League has evolved from a Canadian and regional sport to one that is watched by 68 million fans 
in North America, according to a 2014 NHL report. Hockey may have changed, but its essence and 
appeal remain. The Handy Hockey Answer Book brings the game to life through exciting game 
action, vital stats, players, rules, and more. It traces the early spread of hockey, Lord Stanley’s 
involvement, and the birth of the cup, then explains the rules, the equipment, strategies, and 
positioning, before following the ups and downs of the National Hockey League and its teams and 
players. The book answers more than 800 questions, including Where does hockey come from? 
What was the Stanley Cup first called? What is a “Zamboni” and after whom was it named? Why is 
the term “Original Six” a misnomer? Which two teams participated in the first Winter Classic? Which 
two current NHL superstars won both the Hart and Art Ross trophies in the first three years of their 
careers? Which player recently surpassed Peter Forsberg as the youngest player to join the Triple 
Gold Club? 

stan fischler, “The Hockey Maven” has been covering the ice game longer and more actively than 
any living journalist. He began working professionally as a hockey journalist in 1954. He is a Lester 
Patrick Award winner “for contributions to hockey in the United States” and currently appears on 
MSG Networks’ Hockey Night Live weekly program. He wrote his first of more than 90 hockey books, 
an autobiography of Hall of Famer Gordie Howe, in 1968. Before his wife, Shirley, died in May 2014, 
she collaborated with her husband on two definitive hockey encyclopedias, as well as other NHL 
books. He is a Brooklyn native. 

ocToBer 2015

ISBN: 978-1-57859-513-6.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-569-3.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-568-6. PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-567-9.
400 pages.  120 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.  
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New Titles

The definitive guide to Bigfoot from an established author and expert on cryptozoology

The Bigfoot Book: The encyclopedia of sasquatch, 
yeti and cryptid Primates
Nick redfern

Do hulking, hairy, 800-pound, nine-foot-tall, elusive primates roam the woods and forests throughout 
North America—and the world? What should we make of the grainy videos and photos and the 
thousands of eyewitness reports? Whether called Sasquatch, Yeti, Bigfoot, or something else, bipedal 
primates appear in folklore, legends, and eyewitness accounts in every state of the union and many 
places around the world. Exploring the history, movies, and literature, as well as conspiracy theories 
and the world of the supernatural, The Bigfoot Book is a comprehensive resource to the man-beast. 
With nearly 200 entries and 120 photographs, drawings, and illustrations, it covers 400 years of 
folklore, mythology, history, and pop culture, including Native American lore, the “wild men” reports 
in the pages of nineteenth-century-era American newspapers, Florida’s Myakka Skunk Ape, Australia’s 
Yowie, China’s Yeren, the Himalayas’ Yeti, Russian expeditions, Harry and the Hendersons, Exists, 
and the countless movies titled Bigfoot, as well as television shows on Animal Planet, the Discovery 
Channel, and the National Geographic Channel, scientific reports and findings, and much, much more. 
This richly researched reference is overflowing with fascinating information to make readers think—
and reconsider their next camping trip. 

Nick redfern is the author of 30 books on Bigfoot, lake monsters, the Abominable Snowman, and 
other unexplained phenomena, including Monster Files; Monster Diary, Memoirs of a Monster Hunter; 
The Real Men in Black; The NASA Conspiracies; and Strange Secrets. He has appeared on numerous 
TV shows, including the BBC’s Out of This World; the SyFy Channel’s Proof Positive; the Space 
Channel’s Fields of Fear; the History Channel’s Monster Quest, America’s Book of Secrets, Ancient 
Aliens and UFO Hunters; Science’s The Unexplained Files; and the National Geographic Channel’s 
Paranatural. Originally from the UK, Nick lives on the fringes of Dallas, Texas. 

sePTemBer 2015

ISBN: 978-1-57859-561-7.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-579-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-578-5.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-577-8.
400 pages.  120 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.  

Unraveling government accounts and exposing UFO research

The ufo dossier: 100 years of Government secrets, 
conspiracies, and cover-ups
kevin d. randle

Does the U.S. government know more about UFO and alien life than it admits? Are eyewitnesses 
telling the truth? What does the historical record say? Former intelligence officer and retired U.S. 
Army lieutenant colonel Kevin Randle takes an objective look at evidence for alien life and UFOs and 
presents his findings in The UFO Dossier: 100 Years of Government Secrets, Conspiracies, 
and Cover-Ups. The author reviews the documents, scours government databases, and interviews 
witnesses, unearthing details on UFOs, mysterious crashes, sightings, encounters, and related 
phenomena. He presents plots, cover-ups, misleading statements, and documented connections to 
government intrigue—as well as hoaxes and problematic authentications. Following leads and digging 
into the files of the CIA, the FBI, the FAA, NASA, the army, navy, air force, and other U.S. government 
and international agencies, Randle exposes the facts, myths, and secrets.

kevin d. randle is a retired U.S. Army lieutenant colonel who toured in Iraq. He has master’s 
degrees in psychology and the art of military science, as well as a doctorate in psychology. His 
army and air force training as an intelligence officer, military policeman, and in public affairs 
affords him unique insights into military operations, protocols, and investigations into UFOs and 
related phenomena. Randle is the author of Alien Mysteries, Conspiracies, and Cover-ups and The 
Government UFO Files: The Conspiracy of Cover-up (both from Visible Ink Press), as well as Crash: 
When UFOs Fall from the Sky, Reflections of a UFO Investigator, and UFO Casebook. He lives in Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa. 

ocToBer 2015

ISBN: 978-1-57859-564-8.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-582-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-581-5.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-580-8.
400 pages.  120 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.  
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The Handy answer Book for kids
(and Parents), second edition
Gina misiroglu

“Now … parents have a resource they can reach for when their kids throw a doozy of a question 
their way.” — San Diego Union Tribune

“The Handy Answer Book for Kids (and Parents) is of strong interest for any parent who wants to 
arm their child with general knowledge.” — Children’s Bookwatch

ISBN: 978-1-57859-219-7.  $21.95. eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-245-6.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-324-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-276-0.
304 pages in color.  100 Color Photos & Illustrations.  6.8” X 9.7” paperback. 

The Handy anatomy answer Book
Naomi e. Balaban and James Bobick

“This engaging book will help readers understand the language of anatomy. This is a great reference 
book.”  — National Science Teachers Association

“For curious browsers and a good quick-answer source … students interested in careers in health or 
medicine will pore over this book.” — School Library Journal

“An excellent way to read and self-test for health and human biology classes … a wealth of useful and 
accessible information.” — VOYA

ISBN: 978-1-57859-190-9.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-327-9.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-328-6.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-232-6.
376 pages in color.  100 Color Photos & Illustrations.  6.8” x 9.7” paperback. 

The Handy art History answer Book
madelynn dickerson 

“The Handy Art History Answer Book ¡s a truly colorful gift.” — Bookworm Sez 

“Using the series signature question-and-answer format, this title offers 600 entries on the 
major artists, schools, periods, movements, and techniques of art from all areas of the world. 
Recommended for junior and senior high school students and adult general readers.” — Library 
Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-417-7.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-464-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-463-4.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-462-7.
304 pages in color.  150 Color Photos & Illustrations.  6.75” x 9.75” paperback.

The Handy astronomy answer Book, Third edition
charles liu, Phd

“As the third edition, it just keeps getting better and more cutting-edge with its answers. I highly 
recommend this book. Some of the topics become very technical while others remain very basic so 
the book appeals to a wide range of audiences.” — National Science Teachers Association 

“This clearly-written and up-to-date title is an informative and browsable addition for young adults 
and adults.” — Library Journal

“Seamless accessibility combined with its concise and informative prose, engages readers as they 
move from the Earth, across the Milky Way, and beyond.” — School Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-419-1.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-482-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-481-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-480-1.
368 pages in color.  120 Color Photos & Illustrations.  6.8” x 9.7” paperback.

see multicultural—page 17—for The Handy African American History Answer Book

The Handy answer Book series®

   Your Smart Reference
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The Handy Bible answer Book 
Jennifer r. Prince 

“Serve(s) as a first starting point for exploring the Bible. Recommended” — Booklist

“A good, simple, nondenominational guide that will probably be most helpful for [those] starting to 
learn about the ancient work.” — Library Journal

“… can be used and read by anyone.” — School Library Journal

“… the text is informative, and contentious issues are handled judiciously … highly accessible” — VOYA 
Reviews

ISBN: 978-1-57859-478-8.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-517-4.  ePUB ISBN: 978-1-57859-516-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-492-4.
432 pages.  120 Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy Biology answer Book, second edition
Patricia Barnes-svarney and Thomas e. svarney

“… an excellent recommendation to pursue your favorite topic.” — National Science Teachers 
Association Recommends

“… diligently updated and revised … helpful and inviting book.” — School Library Journal 

“... the questions addressed are consistently interesting. Recommended.” — Choice

ISBN: 978-1-57859-490-0.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-526-6.  Pub ISBN: 978-1-57859-525-9.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-524-2.
496 pages.  125 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy chemistry answer Book
ian c. stewart and Justin P. lomont

“… a readable, entertaining work on various chemical concepts and subjects. Recommended.” 
— Choice

“Easy to scan … for fascinating tidbits … highly readable … makes chemistry fun and appealing to 
a wide audience.” — Library Journal

“… like having asked your chemistry buddy to do [a] search and get back to you with the bottom 
line.” — Journal of Chemical Eduction

ISBN: 978-1-57859-374-3.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-458-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-457-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-456-6.
400 pages.  140 Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy civil war answer Book
samuel willard crompton

“… a quick and fascinating introduction to the Civil War, touching on pertinent aspects of the conflict. 
Highly Recommended.” — Choice

“This title could work as a supplementary American history textbook for high school students or 
serve as personal reading for Civil War buffs.” — Library Journal

“… a well-written, interesting approach to Civil War history … It is recommended.” — Civil War News 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-476-4.  $21.95. eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-519-8.  ePUB ISBN: 978-1-57859-518-1.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-496-2.
432 pages. 120 Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy answer Book series®

   Your Smart Reference
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The Handy dinosaur answer Book, second edition
Patricia Barnes-svarney and Thomas e. svarney

“Succinct, well-researched answers, photos and a Further Resource section make this exactly 
what it says, ‘a smart reference.’” — Dig: The Archaeology Magazine for Kids

“This book … has a wealth of information about dinosaurs.” — National Science Teachers 
Association

ISBN: 978-1-57859-218-0.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-325-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-326-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-278-4.  
288 pages in color. 100 Color Photos & Illustrations. 6.8” X 9.7” paperback. 

The Handy Geography answer Book, second edition
Paul a. Tucci

“Owing to the question-and-answer format, the index becomes the essential ready-reference key 
to accessing specific information. Otherwise, patrons can just get comfy and enjoy a trivia-fest. 
This book is well suited for school libraries and YA collections in public libraries.” — Library Journal

“The book helpfully contains answers to timely questions generally not covered in a geography 
book such as ‘How can GPS keep me from getting lost?’ There is a wealth of information in this 
resource that is of value for study in both social and natural sciences.” — VOYA

ISBN: 978-1-57859-215-9.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-268-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-272-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-273-9.
416 pages. 100 Photos, Illustrations & Maps. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy Geology answer Book
Patricia Barnes-svarney and Thomas e. svarney

“… offers clear, detailed explanations of the many fascinating and diverse aspects of geology. The 
book is written in understandable language, but the answers are not over-simplified.” — American 
Reference Books

“… invites browsing and injects a fun style into the learning process.” — Bookwatch

ISBN: 978-1-57859-156-5.  $34.95. 
512 pages, 125 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy History answer Book, Third edition
david l. Hudson, Jr., Jd

“Blending trivia with historical review, David L. Hudson Jr. presents a thematic glossary of various 
factoids major and minor, including: historical eras, religion, war, politics, law, economics, social 
movements, disasters, medicine, philosophy, science, and recreation.” — Book News 

“This book is perfect for browsing, easy to pick up and put down, and it’s a great argument-settler.” 
— Bookworm Sez 

“This is a great resource.” — Practical Homeschooling

ISBN: 978-1-57859-372-9.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-432-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-431-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-430-6.
560 pages. 125 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy answer Book series®

   Your Smart Reference
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The Handy investing answer Book
Paul a. Tucci

“… ideal for the investing novice or whether you think you have spotted a trend.” — Bookviews

“This easily readable, thorough question-and-answer guide acts as a valuable reference for novice 
and experienced investors alike.” — Foreword Reviews

“… neophyte and even more sophisticated investors will find this work a clear and expansive 
introduction.” — Library Journal

“This book is highly recommended.” — American Reference Books

ISBN: 978-1-57859-486-3.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-529-7.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-528-0.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-527-3.
384 pages.  110 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.

The Handy law answer Book
david l. Hudson, Jr., Jd

“For anyone who wants to know more about coping with our court system, credit and bankruptcy 
law, employment law, family law, or personal injury law, Hudson has written an excellent guide 
that I highly recommend.” — Bookviews

“More than 800 questions and answers that offer the reader information on significant events, 
meaningful principles, and practical points in various legal area. Recommended for libraries and 
individuals who need an economically-priced introduction to American legalese.” — Booklist 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-217-3.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-336-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-337-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-335-4.
432 pages. 100 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy math answer Book, second edition
Patricia Barnes-svarney and Thomas e. svarney

“Plain language questions take readers back to ancient Greece, shed light on the latest innovations 
of math in applications such as computing, finance, sports, and healthcare, [plus] math basics and 
history, through math in the physical and natural sciences and math in everyday life.” — Book News

“The Handy Math Answer Book is the perfect handbook to give your non-mathematician friends.” 
— Mathematics Teacher

“A good resource for classroom teachers or parents.” — Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-373-6.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-387-3.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-386-6.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-388-0.
528 pages. 150 B/W Photos, Illustrations, Graphs, Tables and Charts. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy islam answer Book
John renard, Ph.d.

The Handy Islam Answer Book provides detailed descriptions of the history, beliefs, symbols, 
rituals, observations, customs, leaders, and organization of the world’s second largest religion. 
Truly a must-have reference for our changing and trying times, this user-friendly guide answers 
nearly 800 questions and offers fun facts that cover Islamic history, religious practices, and Muslim 
cultural perspectives.
ISBN: 978-1-57859-510-5.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-545-7.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-544-0.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-543-3.
448 pages.  130 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ x 9.25” paperback.  

The Handy answer Book series®

   Your Smart Reference
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The Handy Personal finance answer Book
Paul a. Tucci

“From the basics of banking, investing, insurance, and taxes, to getting in and out of debt, answers 
to the many frequently asked questions about finance with a minimum of jargon.” — Book News

“Accessible and easy to use … the further reading listed in the back matter is useful. It will appeal 
to beginners in personal finance, and it is a good reference for those who want unencumbered 
basics.” — Library Journal 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-322-4.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-390-3.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-389-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-391-0.   
384 pages. 150 B/W Photos, Charts, Tables & Graphs. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy ocean answer Book
Patricia Barnes-svarney and Thomas e. svarney

“This fascinating question and answer book reveals over 1,000 … interesting facts about the world’s 
bodies of salt water in a simple, understandable format.” — SciTech Book News

“It opens up a treasure chest of information on topics such as waterspouts, whirlpools, ocean 
shelves, tides and quakes, plus the effects of pollution and ocean warming.” — Decatur Herald & 
Review

ISBN: 978-1-57859-063-6.  $34.95. 
616 pages. 180 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy mythology answer Book
david a. leeming Ph.d.

“… helpful guide … substantial information … very accessible to the student or general reader. … 
Highly recommended.” — Booklist

“Starred Review. … likable and helpful work … to be enjoyed by mythology fans.” — Library Journal

“Starred Review. … an ideal starting point for reports as well as an entertaining and informative read 
for interested students.” — School Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-475-7.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-523-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-522-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-521-1.
416 pages.  110 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.

The Handy military History answer Book
samual willard crompton 

The Handy Military History Answer Book is a captivating, concise, and convenient look at how 
the United States and the world were changed by war and the military. From conquering armies 
to civil wars and world wars to modern weapons, guerrilla warfare, and terrorism, this book 
investigates everything from the smallest miscalculations to the biggest invasions, as well as the 
cutting-edge technologies and firepower that led to victories by answering over 1,400 common 
questions.
ISBN: 978-1-57859-509-9.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-551-8.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-550-1.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-549-5.
560 pages.  150 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.  

The Handy Nutrition answer Book
Patricia Barnes-svarney and Thomas e. svarney

Answering nearly 900 popular questions, The Handy Nutrition Answer Book examines, 
explains, and traces the basics of nutrition, the value of vitamins, minerals, fats, proteins, 
the science behind food-processing and the food industry. It traces nutrition—and nutritional 
misconceptions—throughout history. It explains how to read food labels, what to watch for in 
food additives, and scrutinizes the pros, cons, and effectiveness of the biggest, most popular, and 
trendiest diets. 
ISBN: 978-1-57859-484-9.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-554-9.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-553-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-552-5.
384 pages.  135 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy answer Book series®

   Your Smart Reference
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The Handy Politics answer Book
Gina misiroglu

“… this easy-to-navigate book removes complexity from a serious subject: government.” — Tampa 
Tribune & Times

“This reference is a meaningful addition to the educational tools [for] students as well as general 
political observers and voters who want to better understand the issues of the day.” — American 
Reference Books

ISBN: 978-1-57859-139-8.  $21.95.
632 pages. 120 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy Presidents answer Book, second edition
david Hudson Jr., Jd

“A beefy contribution to presidential studies, the kind of resource from which one could easily 
build an interesting term report for school. A serious piece of presidential scrutiny.” — Kirkus

“Excellent” — VOYA 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-317-0.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-359-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-360-6.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-358-3.  
432 pages. 100 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy Psychology answer Book
lisa J. cohen, Phd

“Any novice in the study of the human mind would be hard pressed to find a more thorough 
assortment of succinct questions and answers than those found in The Handy Psychology Answer 
Book.” — PsychCentral.com

“A rigorous scientific look at psychology that is practical, accessible, and engaging to general 
readers.” — Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-223-4.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-353-8.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-354-5.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-352-1.
512 pages. 100 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy Philosophy answer Book
Naomi Zack, Phd

“Written to be an accessible reference book … the material is presented via brief answers to a 
series of questions.” — ForeWord Reviews

“With a wide range of information suitable for various knowledge bases—from junior high to junior 
college—this is an ideal resource for anyone looking to get a better grasp of the history of thought.” 
— Independent Publisher 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-226-5.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-280-7.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-285-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-277-7.
504 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy Physics answer Book, second edition
Paul w. Zitzewitz, Phd

“It is often not only convenient, but necessary, to have at hand a reference guide to answer basic 
questions regarding physics. This book does that and more. This is great book for anyone who 
is simply curious about the physics behind how things work, from radar guns and cell phones to 
whether lightning ever strikes the same place twice.” — National Science Teachers Association

ISBN: 978-1-57859-305-7.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-356-9.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-357-6.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-355-2.
384 pages. 100 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy answer Book series®
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The Handy science answer Book, fourth edition
The carnegie library of Pittsburgh

“A compulsively browsable collection of questions and answers on science, technology, and 
pseudo-science written in nontechnical language [full of] gems of useful and interesting 
information.” — Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-321-7.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-362-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-363-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-361-3. 
688 pages. 150 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy supreme court answer Book
david l. Hudson

“An accessible history in Q&A format, replete with trivia.” — American Bar Association Journal

“Remarkably comprehensive and fascinating. Where else could you find out the identity of the 
tallest justice on the high court?” — Legal Times

“For students, teachers, lawyers, and history buffs.” — Reference & Research Book News

ISBN: 978-1-57859-196-1.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-248-7.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-264-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-236-4.  
512 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy weather answer Book, second edition
kevin Hile

“This fully updated primer on all things related to weather includes the latest advances in 
meteorology as well as an additional section on climate change. It addresses all aspects of 
weather in an accessible question-and-answer format.” — Bulletin of the American Meteorological 
Society

“This entertaining work is a collection more than 1,000 questions and answers on weather 
written in nontechnical language for the general reader.” — American Reference Books Annual

“A comprehensive reference that covers all of the basic elements of weather and weather 
phenomena.” — Forecast 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-221-0.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-331-6.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-332-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-252-4.  
336 pages in color. 100 Color Photos & Illustrations. 6.8” x 9.7” paperback. 

The Handy religion answer Book, second edition
John renard, Ph.d.

“Anyone—student, news junkie or bet-settler—who needs quick access to information about a 
major religion would do well to have this … book nearby.” — New York Daily News

“A book that is inviting to sit down and read through chapter by chapter.” — St. Louis Post-
Dispatch

“Understanding religion … is an important key to understanding human culture and history. … 
The average reader … should benefit greatly from this resource.” — About.com

ISBN: 978-1-57859-379-8.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-393-4.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-392-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-394-1.
544 pages. 150 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The Handy answer Book series®
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alien mysteries, conspiracies and cover-ups
kevin d. randle

“Filled with great information and research about the UFO enigma.” — Examiner.com

“Randle will be known … as a reliable authority on Roswell and ‘UFO crashes’ generally. [W]hat 
he has to say on these subjects will be of great interest.” — Fortean Times

ISBN: 978-1-57859-418-4.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-467-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-466-5.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-465-8. 
352 pages.  120 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

angels a to Z, second edition
evelyn dorothy oliver, Ph.d. and James r. lewis, Ph.d.

“[Angels A to Z] compiles angel facts and lore in short readable citations. For quick trivia, this 
book works.” — Library Journal

“Angels A to Z is a thorough, encyclopedia-style volume on angelic beings and all things angel-
related. Discover how cultures throughout history have represented angels in their mythology, 
folklore, art, literature, and religious doctrine.” — FATE

ISBN: 978-1-57859-212-8.  $34.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-240-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-257-9.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-228-9.
432 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.

armageddon Now: The end of the world a to Z
Jim willis and Barbara willis

“… well written and informative … recommended” — Booklist

“… a great reference book. I enjoyed it greatly.” — HorrorNews.net

“Is it the end of the world as we know it? … In 200 entries, the Willises tackle such topics as 
collisions with asteroids, nuclear war, global warming, and more.” — Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-168-8.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-291-3.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-300-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-244-9.
464 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The astrology Book
The Encyclopedia of Heavenly Influences, Second Edition
James r. lewis

“It is hard to imagine a more comprehensive reference encyclopedia to this topic than the volume 
at hand.” — American Reference Books

“Although aimed at the believer, Lewis’ work may be confidently consulted by the skeptic seeking 
basic information about astrology.” — Booklist

ISBN: 978-1-57859-144-2.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-292-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-301-9.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-246-3.
928 pages. 80 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

conspiracies and secret societies: The complete 
dossier, second edition
Brad steiger and sherry Hansen steiger

“This is truly an astonishing encyclopedia of conspiracies of every kind and secret societies of every 
dark shade, from antiquity right up to the present day. … It’s another must-have.” — About.com

“If you’re not already paranoid, you may be after reading this book. This primer hits the highlights 
of murder plots, suicides, extraterrestrials, government cover-ups, and religious mysteries 
throughout the centuries.” — Booklist

“A truly wide and fascinating range of material dealing with an endless array of startling scenarios of 
conspiracy and secret societies. There’s virtually everything here.” — Alternate Perceptions Magazine

ISBN: 978-1-57859-368-2.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-384-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-383-5.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-385-9.
592 pages. 120 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.  
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The dream encyclopedia, second edition
James r. lewis, Ph.d. and evelyn dorothy oliver, Ph.d.

“Whether one is a serious student of dreams, or wishes merely to peruse the volume for 
pleasure, one cannot help but learn something about the fascinating world of dreams from 
Lewis’s helpful contribution to the literature on the subject.” — ForeWord 

“The Dream Encyclopedia is an aid to both dream interpretation and beginning dream research.” 
— American Reference Books Annual

ISBN: 978-1-57859-216-6.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-267-8.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-271-5.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-269-2.
432 pages. 75 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The encyclopedia of religious Phenomena
J. Gordon melton

“… an entertaining and fascinating look at an astonishing variety of ways that people experience 
belief.” — The Dallas Morning News

“From the sensational to the conventional, this book covers it all.” — About.com

“It’s amazing how informative it is, without being disrespectful of any religious experience.” — Kliatt

“[Melton] gives readers interesting religious expressions and phenomena from Buddhism, Bahá’i, 
Islam, indigenous faiths and Christianity. The result cannot help but be inspiring or alarming, 
depending on your understanding of true faith.” — Reference & Research Book News

ISBN: 978-1-57859-209-8.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-242-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-259-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-230-2.
392 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.  

The fortune-Telling Book
The encyclopedia of divination and soothsaying
raymond Buckland

“… an excellent resource for important methods, personalities, and locales in the world of 
divination. A high-quality book, which is well-written and easy to use. Highly recommended.” 
— American Reference Books. 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-147-3.  $34.95.
568 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

Hidden realms, lost civilizations, 
and Beings from other worlds
Jerome clark
“Hidden Realms, Lost Civilizations, and Beings from Other Worlds comprises a masterful exploration of 
the ideational and experiential underpinnings of ufology, in another must-read contribution from one of 
the leading scholars of the field.” — International UFO Reporter

ISBN: 978-1-57859-175-6.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-339-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-340-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-338-5.
320 pages in color. 100 Color Illustrations. Four-color interior.  6.8” x 9.7” paperback. 

The Government ufo files: The conspiracy of cover-up 
kevin d. randle 

“… proof [on what] the FBI, CIA, NASA, FAA and military have been doing.” — HorrorNews.net

“… a nice ‘primer’ to the whole UFO Conspiracy underground.” — HorrorTalk.com

“Everything you wanted to know about the dirty little secrets our government hides from us is 
right here in this incredible book. If you are a UFO enthusiast, this is a must-read book and it 
should be placed with your UFO reading collection!” — Jazma Online 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-477-1.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-515-0.  ePUB ISBN: 978-1-57859-514-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-498-6. 
368 pages.  120 Photos and Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.
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real aliens, space Beings, and creatures
from other worlds
Brad steiger and sherry Hansen steiger

“For anyone who has even the slightest interest in UFOs, the paranormal, or the unexplained … a 
welcome addition to their bookshelves. Yes, it’s a fun and exciting read, but it’s also important.” 
— About.com

“A highly enjoyable, deeply absorbing, and immensely informative title. A definitive encyclopedia of 
the extraterrestrial variety!” — ForteanReviews.com

ISBN: 978-1-57859-333-0.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-365-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-366-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-364-4.
384 pages. 120 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.

The Horror show Guide: The ultimate frightfest of movies
mike mayo

“A must-have for horror film junkies.” — Entertainment Weekly

“One of the 20 best horror guides of all time.” — HorrorHound magazine

“The Horror Show Guide is just what the doctor ordered.” — HorrorNews.net

“If it’s a scary movie, it’s likely to be listed in this book, making it a reference guide that movie buffs 
simply should NOT be without.”  — Maumelle Monitor

ISBN: 978-1-57859-420-7.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-461-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-460-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-459-7.
496 pages.  100 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

real encounters, different dimensions and 
otherworldy Beings
Brad steiger and sherry Hansen steiger

“Open to any page in this book and you’ll find something fascinating or terrifying. It belongs on 
your bookshelf.” — About.com

“A good fortean read.” — Fortean Times

“This is a book that skillfully demonstrates the world we see around us does not amount to all that 
there is to see.” — MysteriousUniverse.org 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-455-9.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-474-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-473-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-472-6.
400 pages.  140 Photos and Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

real Ghosts, restless spirits, and Haunted Places, 
second edition
Brad steiger

“This excellent collection of ghost encounters will both warm the heart and scare you out of your 
wits.” — Library Journal

“Steiger has gathered some of the most compelling evidence for ghosts and hauntings … an 
entertaining source of spine-tingling, late-night reading.” — About.com

ISBN: 978-1-57859-401-6.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-423-8.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-422-1.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-421-4.
680 pages. 150 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

real miracles, divine intervention, and feats
of incredible survival
Brad steiger and sherry Hansen steiger

“If you’ve ever doubted miracles can happen, reading this book will change your life.” — SUN 

“This fun-to-read book is filled with amazing stories that are surprisingly inspirational, and also 
would be a good book for anyone who believes in angels.” — SavannahNow.com

ISBN: 978-1-57859-214-2.  $16.95. eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-270-8.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-274-6.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-251-7.
320 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 
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real monsters, Gruesome critters, 
and Beasts from the darkside
Brad steiger

“Steiger’s writing is crisp, and the topics are captivating. This work is an entertaining read on 
intriguing and sometimes bizarre subject matter at a very affordable cost.” — Library Journal

“Another creepy classic of encyclopedic proportions … Brad’s book will have you riveted to each 
page from beginning to end.” — Alternate Perceptions

ISBN: 978-1-57859-220-3.  $19.95. eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-346-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-347-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-345-3.
432 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.

real Nightmares ebook series. only $2.99 each.
Brad steiger

“Brad Steiger’s new e-book series delivers chills. I’m eager to see the next volumes in the series.” — About.com

“If you want to entertain yourself … with astounding tales of horror, terror, and unearthly entities … then Brad Steiger’s Real 
Nightmares is a series I most definitely recommend you get your teeth into.” — Mania.com

Real Nightmares: True and Truly
Scary Unexplained Phenomena (Book 1)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-398-9
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-400-9
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-399-6
71 color pages, 12 photos

Real Nightmares: True Unexplained Phenom-
ena and Tales of the Unknown (Book 2)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-402-3
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-403-0
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-404-7
61 color pages, 11 photos

Real Nightmares: Things That Go Bump in 
the Night (Book 3)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-405-4
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-406-1 
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-407-8
64 color pages, 15 photos

Real Nightmares: Things That Prowl and 
Growl in the Night (Book 4)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-408-5
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-409-2 
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-410-8
74 color pages, 14 photos

Real Nightmares: Fiends That Want Your 
Blood (Book 5)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-411-5 
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-412-2
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-413-9
67 color pages, 12 photos

Real Nightmares: Unexpected Visitors 
and Unwanted Guests (Book 6)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-414-6
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-415-3
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-416-0
55 color pages, 16 photos

Real Nightmares: Dark and Deadly 
Demons (Book 7)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-436-8
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-435-1
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-434-4
69 color pages, 15 photos

Real Nightmares: Phantoms, Apparitions 
and Ghosts (Book 8)
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-439-9
ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-438-2
PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-437-5
61 color pages, 15 photos

real Vampires, Night stalkers and creatures
from the darkside
Brad steiger
“Steiger carefully, thoroughly, and yet entertainingly examines the vampire legend.” — Alternate Perceptions 

“An eerie account of an overlooked and often-forgotten history of vampirism.” — School Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-255-5.  $16.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-282-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-286-9.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-275-3.
304 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 
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The religion Book
Places, Prophets, saints, and seers
Jim willis

“This concise and accessible encyclopedia contains nearly 300 entries on the world’s major religions, 
as well as important articles on important holy places … prophets and historical figures … and 
spiritual practices and religions that predate organized religion.” — Library Journal 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-151-0. $34.95.
512 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The sci-fi movie Guide 
The universe of film from alien to Zardoz
chris Barsanti

“With this monumental book, Barsanti offers a fresh resource on the genre. … A great book for 
science fiction cinephiles and novices alike. Essential.” — Choice

“Compelling trivia is shared throughout ... this guidebook reads like the best of IMDB as narrated by 
a trusted friend.” — Library Journal

“The perfect companion to your cable box.” — Sci-Fi Entertainment

ISBN: 978-1-57859-503-7.  $19.95.   eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-535-8.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-534-1.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-533-4.
528 pages.  120 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.

real Zombies, the living dead, and creatures
of the apocalypse
Brad steiger

“A superb, and arguably definitive, look at the zombie phenomenon … the subject is infinitely more 
complex than many realize. Like a zombie itself, Brad’s book grabs you by the jugular and doesn’t 
let go!” — FATE magazine

ISBN: 978-1-57859-296-8. 336 pages.  $19.95. eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-342-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-343-9.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-341-5.
100 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.

secret History: conspiracies from ancient aliens to 
the New world order
Nick redfern

Secret History: Conspiracies from Ancient Aliens to the New World Order examines, explores, and 
exposes the hidden, overlooked, and buried history of mankind. The book moves from biblical, 
Egyptian, Mayan, Greek, and early mysteries of antiquity to the clandestine doings of the Nazis 
and the Masons and assassination plots of the more recent past to the surveillance, monitoring, 
mind-control, and secret schemes of today.  
ISBN: 978-1-57859-479-5.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-560-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-559-4.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-558-7.
448 pages.  110 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.  

The spirit Book: The encyclopedia of clairvoyance, channeling, and 
spirit communication
raymond Buckland

“The Spirit Book cuts a wide swath through the history of spiritualism, its precursors, and widely related 
supernatural subjects. … There is nothing else quite like this resource on the market.” — Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-172-5.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-299-9.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-308-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-289-0.
528 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback.
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The Vampire Book
The encyclopedia of the undead, Third edition
J. Gordon melton, Phd

“Excellent and comprehensive. … Aficionados of vampires in popular culture will enjoy it.” 
— Library Journal

“A comprehensive survey of all things vampiric.” — The Toronto Globe and Mail

ISBN: 978-1-57859-281-4.  $29.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-349-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-350-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-348-4.
944 pages. 250 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The werewolf Book
The encyclopedia of shape-shifting Beings, second edition
Brad steiger

“A labor of deep scholarship … invaluable for anyone interested in pursuing the werewolf.” — 
Ancient American magazine

“Overflowing with fascinating information to make readers think and shudder.” — Fate magazine

ISBN: 978-1-57859-367-5.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-377-4.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-376-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-378-1.
384 pages. 120 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

The witch Book: The encyclopedia of witchcraft, wicca, 
and Neo-paganism
raymond Buckland

“This is an excellent reference source for those researching the historical and contemporary 
world of witchcraft.” — American Reference Books

ISBN: 978-1-57859-114-5.  $24.95.
624 pages. 125 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

unexplained! strange sightings, incredible occurrences, and 
Puzzling Physical Phenomena, Third edition
Jerome clark

“Should warm the heart of any serious observer of the weird world in which we live. It will 
disturb doubters, scandalize skeptics, and readjust the realities of those whose tunnel vision has 
blinded them.” — Fate magazine

ISBN: 978-1-57859-344-6.  $22.95. eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-429-0.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-428-3.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-427-6.
480 pages. 150 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.  

The Zombie Book: The encyclopedia of the living dead
Nick redfern with Brad steiger

“This book provides comprehensive information about every zombie movie and TV show ever 
made.” — About.com

“… an amusing and helpful encyclopedia to … aid in film studies as well as research into popular 
culture.” — American Reference Books

“A fascinating, informative collection that anyone interested in the history of zombies will want to 
read. It’s funny, scary, and sometimes shocking.” — Library Journal 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-504-4.  $19.95.  eBooks available for $18.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-532-7.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-531-0.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-530-3.
384 pages.  110 B/W Photos & Illustrations.  7.125″ × 9.25″ paperback.
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Black Heroes
Jessie carney smith

“Brimming with information and more than 200 photographs, Black Heroes will intrigue and 
inspire all those who seek to know more about our nation’s history.” — Atlanta Metro

“. . . a classic guide.” — Oklahoma City Oklahoman

ISBN: 978-1-57859-136-7.  $29.95.
752 pages. 215 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

Black firsts: 4,000 Ground-Breaking and Pioneering
Historical events, Third edition
Jessie carney smith

“A superb historical study of black achievement.” — Houston Chronicle

“Black Firsts remains an important part of the reference collection, and school, public, and 
academic libraries will welcome this updated version.” — Booklist

ISBN: 978-1-57859-369-9.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-426-9.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-425-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-424-5.
848 pages. 150 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

freedom facts and firsts
400 years of the african american civil rights experience
Jessie carney smith and linda T. wynn

“Written in a vivid and accessible style, this encyclopedia is highly recommended.” — Library Journal

“Hundreds of entries describe in detail the important people, dates, events, and places of the African 
American experience. This reference is useful for all ages.” — VOYA

ISBN: 978-1-57859-192-3.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-243-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-260-9.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-231-9.
408 pages. 100 Photos & Illustrations. 7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The Handy african american History answer Book
Jessie carney smith, Phd

“This resource covers the contributions that enslaved and free African Americans made to U.S. 
society. Good for young adults who are interested in African American history and are just getting 
started on the subject.” — Booklist

“… well-balanced and informative book with a simple layout and direct question-answer format. … 
useful for a number of broad topics. It is great for frequently asked questions and for discovering 
new topics of interest. It will serve as a great resource.” — VOYA Reviews

ISBN: 978-1-57859-452-8.  $21.95.  eBooks available for $18.99. 
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-489-4.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-488-7.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-487-0.
432 pages.  120 Photos and Illustrations.  7.125” x 9.25” paperback.

african american almanac
400 years of Triumph, courage and excellence
lean’tin Bracks with foreword from Jessie carney smith 

“Starred Review: affordable, concise, and overall first-rate resource.” — Booklist

“Through historical overviews and hundreds of biographies, Bracks thoughtfully illuminates ‘a 
legacy of pride, struggle, and triumph’ that is part of the black experience in the US.” — Choice

ISBN: 978-1-57859-323-1.  $22.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-381-1.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-380-4.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-382-8.
512 pages. 445 B/W Photos & Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback. 

multicultural
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metaphors dictionary
edited by elyse sommer

“Rates a recommendation to lovers of language.” — William Safire, New York Times

“The most comprehensive work of its kind. A valuable addition to reference works on words.” 
— Booklist

ISBN: 978-1-57859-137-4.  $32.95.
672 pages.  7.25” x 9.25” hardbound. 

american murder: criminals, crime and the media
mike mayo

“There are many true-crime compilations from which to choose, but a stronger focus on movies 
and how they have altered the legends make this book worth purchasing.” — Library Journal

“American Murder: Criminals, Crime, and the Media is an encyclopedic look at America’s love 
affair in the media with lawbreakers. There is much to praise. Overall, American Murder is an 
excellent resource, and is recommended.” — American Reference Books 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-191-6.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-239-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-256-2.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-227-2.
448 pages.  100 Photos & Illustrations.  7.25” x 9.25” paperback. 

The superhero Book: The ultimate encyclopedia of 
comic-Book icons and Hollywood Heroes, second edition
Gina misiroglu

“It definitely fills a much-needed niche in the growing lore of the genre and will be a welcome 
addition to the collection of any fan of spectacular superhero sagas. Excelsior!” — Stan Lee

“… excellent compendium of comic book superheroes.” — Choice

“This book is alive with detail … comprehensive, colorful, accurate, and, most of all, entertaining.” 
— Silver Bullet Comics 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-375-0.  $24.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-396-5.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-395-8.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-397-2.
480 pages in color. 179 Color Illustrations. Four-color interior.  6.8” x 9.7” paperback. 

Popular references

similes dictionary
elyse sommer

“For writers, speakers, and general readers.” — Book News

“If this book could speak, it would be ‘a grand rolling voice, like the sound of an underground 
train in the distance.’ This dictionary is chock-full of this and 16,000 other creative entries. A 
good tool for writers, students, and those looking for inspiration.” — Booklist

“… a solid addition to a library’s collection … of interest to puzzle-solvers, authors, and 
speechwriters.” — Library Journal

ISBN: 978-1-57859-433-7.  $29.95.  eBooks available for $19.99.
Kindle ISBN: 978-1-57859-470-2.  ePub ISBN: 978-1-57859-469-6.  PDF ISBN: 978-1-57859-468-9. 
640 pages.  7.125” x 9.25” hardbound.

The supervillain Book: The evil side of comics and Hollywood
Gina misiroglu and michael eury

“I wish that The Supervillain Book could be required reading so that all the bizarre knowledge 
that fans like me have on the subject would be shared by everyone.” — Alex Ross, artist of 
Kingdom Come and Justice (DC Comics).

“A comprehensive reference guide to bad guys. An eye-catching read. A fascinating title that will 
provide hours of evil entertainment.” — School Library Journal 

ISBN: 978-1-57859-178-7.  $34.95.
464 pages. 125 Photos and Illustrations. 7.125” x 9.25” paperback.
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